
 

"Nil Battey Sannata" is an upcoming Indian comedy drama film written and directed by Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari. The film stars child actress Riya Vij as a young girl who longs to study despite societal norms that dictate girls should only work. The movie will release on 20th February 2017. You can watch the trailer for this movie below. You can download the 720p in Hindi version of this movie from
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMtNAxm1MMM&feature=youtu. be Riya Vij is making her Bollywood debut with the film "Nil Battey Sannata". The movie will be released on 20th February 2017.

Mentioned below are characters who have a role in the movie. The song 'Aawara' by Jagjit Singh became viral after the release of the trailer of the movie, which is sung by Riya Vij. It is composed by Meet Bros and written by Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari and Aanisha Khera, who is daughter of Ankit Tiwari. The song was also remixed as a club mix by DJ Naanjhan and released as an official single on 16
December 2016. Writer Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari said that the song, which he had composed in a span of a week, will have a "very dramatic twist in the film," in an interview with DNA India. According to him, he had also composed a song which was inspired by hit songs from Bollywood films. In overall the trailer received positive feedbacks from overall cinegoer and audience on various online
platforms including IMDB page breaking record with over 800+ votes. 'Aawara' music video has been viewed 50+ million times on YouTube within 3 months of its release.

The movie received mixed reviews upon its release. The reviewer from Times Now SunnyD said, "There's a very beautiful story to tell here. But sadly, it doesn't deliver. The film lacks a satisfying ending and it falls flat." The reviewer from Hindustan Times said, "...though you can feel the soul of the film in various scenes, its inherent lack of clarity undermines the journey as a whole. In short, Nil
Battey Sannata is a small movie that tries too hard to be bigger." The film received mainly negative reviews from leading publications such as "The Hindu", "The Indian Express" and "Hindustan Times". The trailer of the first look received over 300K views on YouTube in first few days of its release. The movie's trailer, which released on 31 July 2016, became an instant hit upon its release. According
to Box Office India, the film had a poor opening with Rs 12.38 crore net collection in its opening weekend. The film is expected to continue its box office run for around 2 weeks but may not surpass expectations in its lifetime run.

The music of the movie was composed by Meet Bros and written by Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari and Aanisha Khera (daughter of Ankit Tiwari).
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